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Detective Noah McNeil has his cases in Fells Point, Maryland, under control, but the same can’t be said for
his personal life. Elizabeth Merlot, the mother of a troubled teen Noah is mentoring, is freezing him out of
the family’s lives.

Which is especially criminal given how hot this single mom is.

Elizabeth Merlot can’t afford to let the handsome detective close to her son lest he discover she’s in the
witness protection program. Until the day, that is, when the teen tries to fend off a gang attack and her entire
world of secrets begins to crumble—and Noah may be the only one who can save their lives.

Don’t miss this exciting conclusion to the McNeil family saga!
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From Reader Review In the Shadow of Vengeance for online ebook

Rowena May O'Sullivan says

I really love Detective Noah McNeil. He’s the kind of guy you want in your corner when faced with
insurmountable odds. This book is another face paced, rollercoaster ride of suspense and romance. Loved it.

Elizabeth Merlot is the mother of a troubled teen that originally appeared in In The Shadow of Evil. Their
lives are in danger and Noah is having trouble getting Elizabeth and her son to open up enough to tell him
what they’re so afraid of. There is something about Elizabeth that Noah can’t resist, but she keeps pushing
him away.

In a witness protection program, Elizabeth and her son and daughter are in constant fear because they are on
a criminal families hit list for. But when her son is attacked by a gang, all her secrets begin to unravel and
cornered she can do nothing but accept Noah and his family’s help.

Fantastic book. Loved every second.

InD'tale Magazine says

Ms. Weeks has written a thrill ride!

Read full review in the 2015 June issue of InD'tale Magazine.

Lynn Pembroke says

See In The Shadow of Greed

Jessica says

I really enjoyed this series! The first book was the only one I wasn't super crazy about, but still! Great
romantic suspense series!

Cary Frates says

Love it! Boy-howdy has Elizabeth Merlot ever gotten herself into a world of hurt. With a babe in arms and
one on the way, she witnesses the unthinkable and voila, she’s in witness protection. Throw in hunky
Detective Noah McNeil, a man willing to put himself between her and danger, and a dash of the
supernatural, and there you have it – an absorbing, fast-paced read from beginning to end. As with all the
books in the- In the Shadow of- series, you are in for a well-written, absorbing adventure.



Well done

Robyn Neeley says

Oh, how I love the McNeil brothers! I've loved this series since Book 1 released. I've been waiting for
detective Noah McNeil's story for eternity - well, maybe not that long, but let me just say, it was so worth the
wait. The whole series is smart, sexy and full of crazy suspense. In the Shadow of Vengeance can be read as
a stand alone, but what I found fun is how Nancy has woven in suspense, a little paranormal, and a diabolical
mad man (and he is pure evil) and of course love into each McNeil brother's story. It's nice to see how this
family comes together for each crisis (and there are several), and the brothers and their heroines are so
flippin smart. (I want their surveillance toys!)

I was wondering how she could top Books 1 and 2 that both have crazy heart pumping "Oh my God, that
didn't just happen" scenes, but she certainly did this time introducing a human organ harvester (whoa!), a
strong heroine (Elizabeth Merlot) in the witness protection program to protect her and her kids from said
harvester, and forty eight hours of non-stop action. The romance between Noah and Elizabeth sizzles and the
heartwarming ending not only wraps up this story, but a lovely way to end the series. Highly recommend!

Kira Decker says

Review to follow


